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Cake decorating ideas for boy birthday

Hannah Kirshner is a food stylist, recipe developer and occasional wedding cake baker based in Brooklyn, NY. She is the founder and editor of Sweets &amp; Bitters, a blog and mini cookbook series. You can tweet your cake hack questions to her on @sweetsnbitters. This is the ultimate
wedding planning conundrum: You don't want to be topless, but you want everything to be really special. Well, for once you can have your cake and eat it too. Weddingcakes tend to be outrageously expensive (I know, because when I make them, theamount I charge is generally
proportional to the anxiety of preparing a flawless cake in time for the customer's big day). But thanks to tothese smart hacks, you can save a lot without sacrificing style — and the best is, they don't involve any baking on your part. With minimal planning and 15 minutes of help from a
creative friend or family member, this simple trick will help you save big bucks. Multiply the price per serving (estimated below) by the number of guests to see only howmuch. Depending on the size of your wedding, we're talking hundreds or eventhousands of dollars. For an urban wedding:
Tier UpDo you get choked thinking about the cost of a wedding, and not in a good way? By piling pastries on a tiered stand, you can reach the spectacle of a traditional wedding cake without the traditional price tag. Servea dessert that says something about you as a couple, instead of the
same old-cake. Bait thrift stores, browse etsy, or DIY a nice cake stand, and ask your caterer or a designated relative to stack it high with yourfavorite sweets. We had this foamcore stand from NYCake, spray-painted it gold, and trimmed it with satin lintattached with foam-mounting tape (all
for under $100). For the cake allernatives, we chose fluffy coconut doughnuts from Peter Pan Donut &amp; Pastry Shop. They carry all the visual impact of a fancier confession, without the drain on your account. Traditional wedding cake: $8 to $20 per servingDoughnuts: $1.50 to $3 per
serving For a simple country wedding: Go FloralInstead from ordering an ornately decorated cake, ask for simplebuttercream icing and decorate it yourself with fresh flowers. According to Betsy Thorleifson of Nine Cakes in Brooklyn, a simpler cake for 50 guests is a minimum of $500 during
high season ($250 during the offseason), compared to $750 for an ornate cake. Snag a handful of the flowers you already use for décor, or ifyou has a garden, choose your own for about zero extra dollars. Even asyou goes all out and buys flowers just for the cake, you'll have hard-pressed
tossing more than $100 — still much less than you'd pay for an ornate one. Classicfarm flowers like dahlias, zinnias, and bachelor's buttons not only look but also hold well. It is best to use organic or edible flowers, and be sure to wash them. You'll have other things to worry about on your
wedding day, soask a with a good eye to place the flowers on the cake a few hours in question Simply trim the stems short and stick them into the icing. Beware of toxic plant varieties – if you are unsure, wrap the stems in plastic. Cluster the blossoms on top of the cake and gracefully spiral
them along and leave some gaps to put the eye to rest. If you mess up the icing, netcover it with leaves. There's no need to be too fussy — fresh flowers seem good-looking matter that. Ornate wedding cake: $12 to $25 per servingSimple cake with fresh flowers: $5 to $10 per serving For a
destination wedding: Hot sheet Fancy, tiered wedding cakes are like stilettos: They look offside downside, but may be more trouble than they're worth - especially at a beach or destination wedding. In fact, at traditional weddings, some couples choose to display a formal tiered cake and hide
additional sheet cake in the kitchen to actually serve the guests. But why not have completely forgotten, and just ordered a large sheet cake? Any bakery will make one, and you don't have to worry about it topping up or melting in the sun. For a truly tropical effect, cover the table in banana



leaves. (Even if you're not on a tropical island, you can have them frozen from a Latin American or Southeast Asian market for about $2.50.) Surround the cake with colorful, exotic fruit (you can fill a shopping bag for $50), andpalms plucked from overhead (or bought from a florist for about
$5 to $10 each). Use some supermarket gel icing to write something romantic - a favorite quote or your names. Thecost is easily half of a tiered cake. You can spend the savings on an extra night vanhoneymooning. Tiered Wedding Cake: $8 to $20 per servingSheet cake: $1 to $4 per
serving of Delicacy decorations is a great way to create unique effects and patterns on cakes. Dum Dums are perfect for birthday cake decorations as they come in so many fun and beautiful colors. What you need: • Dum Dums • Icing • Cake mix • Optional: Sprinkles for the Dum Dums,
choose any fun colors you want. We decided on rainbow. If you want to do the same, here are the flavors for every color: Red - Cherry, Watermelon, or StrawberryOrange - OrangeJyellow - MangoGreen - Sour AppleBlue - Blu Raspberry, Blueberry, or Cotton CandyViolet - GrapeViolet Red
- Punch Fruit (We didn't include pink, but if you like, use Bubble Gum Dum Directions: 1 We used a cake mix to save time, but feel free to use your favorite cake recipe. We think white icing looks best against the brightly coloured Dum Dums. 2. Decorate with Dum Dums. Cross the Dum
Dums along the bottom of the cake, side by side, all the way around. The vines are handy for keeping the tasty canned decorations in place! 3. Final touch. Do whatever you want to complete your cake. Have fun with it! We added a Happy Birthday message on top in colored icing. With all
the fun colours Dum Dums coming in, there are endless possibilities for each celebration! creative and make your own unique design! Enjoy, and happy birthday 3 of 40 Spring Daisy Daisy Cake 6 of 40 Bunny Butt Cake 7 of 40 Carrot Bunny Cake The Easter Bunny has moved on to your
neighbor's house, but this sweet-sweet version is here to stay (until you eat it, of course). Get the recipe from Woman's Day » 10 of 40 Flourless Fudge Cake 12 of 40 Froot Loops Cake 13 of 40 Rhubarb and Almond Upside Down Cake 19 of40 Lemon-Coconut cake with mascarpone frost
22 of 40 Chocolate Easter Egg Nest cake This impressive cake but actually it's just melted chocolate and vermicelli noodles. Easy, right? Get the recipe from Chew Village » 23 of 40 Lemon Drop Sheet Cake 24 of 40 Easy Lamb Cake 25 of 40 Strawberry Speckled Easter Egg Cake 27 of 40
Easter Ombre Pinata Cake 29 of 4 Mini Easter Egg Cake 30 of 40 Carrot Patch Cake Photograph: cjmace (Shutterstock)When I was a kid birthday cakes had simple decorations: some grinds, candles and maybe the guest of honor's name handwritten in red food dye No. 3. But times have
changed. These days, it seems that no child's party is complete without a sugar-filled masterpiece in the form of a shimmering biicorn head or a Lightning McQueen race car. While the trend may be good for Instagram photos, that's bad news for parents' budgets. Birthday parties: children
daydream about them, while their parents often fear them. Before social Read moreYou knows what makes for an excellent birthday cake décor? Random little toys your child already has. Case in point: This creation by a mother named Beth Linzell. She picked up a chocolate cake from the
store and then raided her three-year-old's room for trinkets to place on top of it. She found tractors and Paw Patrol coins, adding a pair of chocolate chips and a sparkling wine candle. Child thought it was the best thing to ever exist, the mother wrote on Facebook.Photo: Courtesy of Beth
LinzellMy colleague Beth she did something similar when her child requested a cake with a very specific scene involving characters from Cars. We just ordered an empty cake and arranged toys on top, she says. Any easy-to-swipe toys would work-dinos, Lego minifigures, plastic fairy dolls,
teacups, trains. Get creative. Make a whole diorama if you feel compelled. Remove them just before serving and rinse them off before thouring puts them back in your child's toy chest. BRIAN WOODCOCK If there's no cake, is it really a birthday party? Of course not. While, of course,
everyone has their preferences, and we'll let some people just don't like birthday cake (maybe for them you can choose one of these chocolate pie recipes), but for the most part a ripe confession is the right thing to do. But that doesn't mean it should be boring! Set aside your usual cake
recipe and let these new, easy birthday cake ideas lead the way. From Texas slab cake recipes to elaborately decorated and towering cones, there are dozens of to take directions when designing your most festive decadent dessert. Even better: You don't have to be an advanced baker to
pull off best birthday cake ideas. From a malted milkball-inspired spring cake to ice cream cakes and bombs, to Froot-Loop cakes and even a last-minute no-bake cheesecake topped with fresh fruit, you're sure to find a confession to delight. Another thing we love about these recipes?
They're incredibly versatile. As the guest of honor errs on the traditional side of dessert preferences, bookmark the chocolate and vanilla confessions ahead. Do they favor ice cream, too? We also included the easiest ice cream cake recipe that is also completely decadent. This is your
chance to forget a store-bought dessert in favor of one of the following homemade cake recipes. Why? We think you'll find that the birthday boy or girl will really appreciate the thoughtful gesture of a birthday cake made with love-only for them. 1 of 35 Coconut Angel Cake 2 of 35 Spiked Malt
Coconut Cake 3 of 35 Strawberry-Angel Food Layer Cake This classic combination of whipped cream, fresh berries, and airy angel food is like shortcake, just much better. Get the recipe. 4 of 35 Red Velvet Snowball Cake Red velvet cakes are always impressive-looking, but the coconut
cream-cheese frost takes this one over the top. Get the recipe. 5 of 35 Strawberry Basket Cake This fantasy cake is piled high with sweet, juicy berries! We stabilized the whipped cream with gelatin, so you can assemble the cake early in the day and the diagonal won't weep. Get the recipe.
SHOP CAKE DECORATING KITS 6 of 35 Raspberry Pink Velvet Cake You no doubt heard of red velvet cake, so we think you'll love pink velvet-red velvet's sassier cousin. This confession is fruity, fun, and the most beautiful of blush colors. Get the recipe. SHOP STAND MIXERS 7 of 35
Cookies and Ice Cream Cake If your loved one isn't a fan of traditional birthday cake, then we're pretty sure they'll love this mix of ice cream and biscuits. Let's be honest - you really can't be wrong with the combination. Get the recipe. SHOP BAKING PLATES 8 of 35 Froot Loops Cake
Cereal Lovers, this one is for you. Pack your birthday cake with everyone's favorite breakfast Froot Loops! The sweet breakfast treats a nice, crunchy texture, a zip, fruity flavor, and a splash of color. Get the recipe. SHOP BUNDT PANNE 9 of 35 No-Bake Cheesecake 10 of 35 Candy Cane
Cake Or you throw a birthday party around the holidays, or just love peppermint, you'll be hard-pressed to find someone who doesn't love this cake. This recipe is chock-full of the minty confection, with each layer of frost containing tasty candles. Get the recipe. SHOP ROUND CAKE PANS
11 of 35 Vanilla Sheet Cake with Chocolate-Cinnamon Filling A classic skin cake gets an upgrade with a zesty cinnamon addition to the frost. Get the recipe. 12 of 35 Apple Cinnamon Cake When thinking of a recipe for a fall birthday, we think it's best to check out the season for inspiration.
Apple and are two flavors that scream autumn, and this dessert uses both (note the pieces of fresh fruit inside!). Get the ROUND CAKE PANS 13 of 35 Blue Bell Ice Cream bomb Simply coat blue Clock ice cream chocolate, pistachio almond, strawberry, and chocolate chip-in a large bowl
to create this bombshell from a birthday cake. Get the recipe. 14 of 35 Lemon-Coconut Cake Just add candles to this daisy-topped cake and it'll fit right in with a spring birthday party. Get the recipe. 15 of 35 Strawberry Limeade Cake This brightly coloured cake will please have children and
adults alike with its sweet-tart flavor combination. Get the recipe. 16 of 35 Easy Chocolate Party Cake This classic birthday cake is easy to clean and clean, as the recipe only requires one bowl. Get the recipe. 17 of 35 Pink Ombré Cake Let this colorful cake defrost so you can see the
ombre layers peering through. Get the recipe. 18 of 35 Coconut Bundt Cake As the guest of honor loves coconut, they make this coconut bun that has been described as being out of this world well. Get the recipe at 5 Boys Baker. 19 of 35 Malt milk birthday cake What's more classic than
yellow cake with pink frosting and sprinkle? Get the recipe from La Pêche Fraîche. 20 of 35 Carrot Cake Is Carrot Cake Your Mom's Absolute Favorite? Surprised her with this flower-equipped version on her birthday this year. Get the recipe at Style Sweet CA. 21 of 35 Moutsjokoladekoek
You can decorate this chocolate cake any way you want, but we think this birthday bun looks sweet and easy to DIY. Get the recipe from Vikalinka. 22 of 35 Chocolate Sprinkle Cake 23 of 35 Pink Champagne Cake Made With Pink Champagne? Sign us up! Get the recipe from Liv For
Cake. 24 of 35 Homemade Funfetti Cake If you're anti-box cake mix, you'll be pleased to hear that it's entirely possible to diy funfetti cake. Get the recipe by My Name Is Yeh. 25 of 35 Chocolate Slab Cake Give Ripe Layer Cakes Your Anxiety? This sheet cake is almost impossible to mess
up. Get the recipe at Joy The Baker. 26 of 35 Red Velvet Cake 27 of 35 Hummingbird Cake This banana-pineapple flavor combination is a classic Southern treat topped with cream cheese frosting. Get the recipe at Broma Bakery. 28 of 35 Milk and Cookies Cookie Pastry Lovers take note:
This birthday cake is made of alternating layers of yellow cake and edible cookie dough. Get the recipe at Style Sweet CA. 29 of 35 Blackberry Lime Cake Not only does this zesty lime cake riddled with blackberry buttercream look beautiful, but also tastes delicious. Get the recipe from The
Cake Blog. 30 of 35 Caramel Cake Try this recipe that swaps basic frost for a rich layer of caramel icing if you're not the biggest fan of buttercream. Get the recipe from Cleo Buttera. Buttera.
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